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GENERAL
Current health and safety legislation requires that
construction equipment users formulate a site specific
Safe System of Work (SSoW) to undertake the works they
are proposing. This document is intended to provide
sufficient product specific guidance on handling, installing,
maintaining and removing MGF equipment to allow the
SSoW to be compiled. It should always be read in
conjunction with the product specific technical files and the
site specific design information (including any residual
risks to be managed on site) provided by MGF or others.

A
MGF Crossingsafe and Walksafe are lightweight,
robust, temporary access panels. Manufactured
from durable High Density Polyethylene (HDPE),
they are supplied with compatible lightweight
edge protection making the system ideal for
creating safe environments around excavations.

B
Both systems use the same lightweight and
non-slip panels, each weigh 16kg and can be easily
handled. Male and female connectors allow panels
to be linked together creating temporary walkways
and crossing bridges with edge protection that
conforms to Highways safety standards.
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MGF Walksafe units create a safe walkway
solution for pedestrians and cyclists in and
around excavation works. The units can be
linked together for varying lengths supplied
with short, lightweight Edgesafe barriers
(2kg) providing temporary edge protection.

Users of this equipment should be both familiar with and
competent in its use. MGF can provide toolbox talks and
training material / advice on request.

MGF Crossingsafe units provide safe crossing over
trench widths up to 1.1m wide (min. 0.3m bearing
each end) for pedestrians, cyclists and light traffic up
to a weight of 3.5 tonnes (10kN point load). Units can
be linked together for varying widths and is supplied
with long, lightweight steel Edgesafe barriers (4kg).

MGF Walksafe is installed by laying panels onto
suitable ground. MGF recommend finding a
flat/even surface to improve the stability of the
system. Walksafe barriers simply slot into the
connecting sockets along the short edge of the
panels.

MGF excavation systems can be supplied with a full range
of site safety products and ancillaries. These products are
designed to comply with current best practice and meet
the requirements of the Lifting Operations & Lifting
Equipment Regulations, Work at Height Regulations and
the Confined Spaces Regulations.
For MGF contact details or further information visit
www.mgf.ltd.uk
SAFETY TIPS
1. Always work from a position of safety. Avoid working
above an unsupported edge, an unprotected edge or
under a suspended load.
2. MGF Crossingsafe units provide safe crossing over
trench widths up to 1.1m wide for pedestrians, cyclists and
light traffic up to a weight of 3.5 tonnes (10kN point load).
3. If panels are being used for trench crossing
(Crossingsafe), ensure that the outer panels have
handrailing installed.

HDPE robustness - take care.
(Susceptible to impact damage)

F
A Walksafe run can be produced by simply
slotting the panels together and installing the
Walksafe barriers.
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MGF recommend to anchor at least the end
panels in a Walksafe run. Using 8mm diameter
anchoring bolts, multiple corners should be
anchored if ground conditions are unsuitable.
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Kerb ramps can be provided to ramp access at
either end of a run of Walksafe. Simply lowered
in place and secured if required.

MAINTENANCE

If the application is required, barrier planks can be Crossingsafe panels should be installed by a pair
provided. The high visibility plank can simply be
of operatives on suitable ground; ensuring that
attached to the barriers that require them.
each person stands a safe distance away from the
excavation and follows correct manual handling
procedures. MGF recommend finding a flat/even
surface to improve the stability of the system.

Prior to each working shift or following any changes, check
that:
Panels are installed square to the trench and situated on
stable ground.
Barriers are fixed securely into place and are free from
damage, clean high-vis strips and barrier planks if
required.
Anchors are sufficiently tightened into the panels and
panels cannot slide.
Joints are connected flush together.
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It is recommended that at least 3no. Crossingsafe
panels are installed when being used as a
temporary crossing for vehicles. Panels are linked
together by dropping each panel over the
previously installed connecting edge. Panels must
be installed level and square to the trench.
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MGF Crossingsafe barriers simply slot into the
connecting sockets along the long edge of the
panels. It is important that the operatives do not
put themselves in a position of danger when
installing Crossingsafe.
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Maximum clear span for Crossingsafe is 1.1m with
minimum bearing each end of 0.3m. Panels
should be secured in position with suitable 8mm
diameter anchoring bolts, multiple corners should
be anchored if ground conditions are unsuitable.
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Crossingsafe panels can be used to completely
cover a trench. For example, overnight for
additional security.

Panels, barriers and fixings should be checked
frequently and prior to each working shift, or if
anything has changed. This is important to
ensure the system is sufficiently safe to use.

See MGF
channel for
installation guidance

https://www.youtube.com/user/MGFltd

IF IN DOUBT ASK!

P
Both Walksafe and Crossingsafe systems can be
utilised as a means of reducing falls from height,
similar to traditional edge protection barriers.

Guidance for Safe
Systems of Work:

Q
Removal of both systems is the reverse of
installation. Remove kerb ramps and ground
anchors, detach barriers and lift out the
panels. Stack components neatly ready for
returning to MGF.

HDPE Panel
WEIGHT: 16kg
SWL:
10kN central point load

Crossingsafe & Walksafe
Crossingsafe Barrier
WEIGHT: 4kg

Walksafe Barrier
WEIGHT: 2kg
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